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The new (again) 205 Live continues as they have been running
three matches a week, plus often dropping the weight limit.
Throw  in  some  women’s  matches  and  this  show  is  actually
looking like something different for a change. I’m not saying
that is going to lead to a good show, but at least it isn’t
all the same. Let’s get to it.

Here are last week’s results if you need a recap.

Xyon Quin vs. Oney Lorcan

That’s some star power for around here. Lorcan takes him into
the corner to start as the fans seem to be behind Quin. Some
chops and a ram into the corner don’t do much to Quin, who is
right back with a spinning elbow. Lorcan kicks the leg out
though and starts hammering away and another shot to the knee
gets two. The chinlock doesn’t last long as Quin powers up and
strikes Lorcan into the corner, setting up a running shoulder
to the ribs. One heck of a ripcord forearm knocks Lorcan silly
for the pin at 3:17.

Rating: C. It was short but to the point as Quin looks like a
monster and someone who could run over a lot of people in a
hurry. Lorcan is actually a win that means something as he has
won a few things in NXT over the years. They might have a
little something with Quin, or at least the pieces to go
somewhere with him.

Video on Ikemen Jiro and his wardrobe (from NXT).
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Ikemen Jiro vs. Malik Blade

The fans seem to like Jiro but he gets shouldered down to
start. A dropkick sets up some armdrags but Jiro snaps the arm
across the top. Jiro cranks back on the arm a few times and a
running flip splash gets two. We go creative as Jiro grabs the
arm and springboards into a moonsault to take Malik to the
mat. Malik fights out of the armbar though and spinwheel kicks
Jiro down, setting up a high crossbody for two. Jiro goes
right back to the arm though and finishes with the Ikemen
Slash at 5:27.

Rating: C-. Jiro working on the arm worked and it seems like
NXT wants to push him as well. I can go with the snazzy
jackets, but I’m not sure how far something that is a little
bit sillier like this is going to go. Jiro is fine enough in
the ring, though there would seem to be a ceiling over just
how far he can rise.

Cora Jade vs. Ember Moon

There’s your even bigger star power as this show becomes even
more NXT Main Event. Moon headlock takeovers her down and
grinds on the head as the fans are quite behind Ember. Jade
reverses into a hammerlock as the chants are a bit more split.
Back  up  and  things  reset  a  bit  until  Jade  snaps  off  a
springboard hurricanrana.

A standing armbar has Moon in more trouble but it seems to
make her mad more than anything else as the comeback is on.
Moon ties her into the Tree of Woe for some kicks to the back
and Jade is sent shoulder first into the post. That’s almost
enough for a countout but Moon doesn’t want it that way.
Instead she throws Jade back inside for a powerbomb and the
Eclipse finishes Jade at 6:58.

Rating: C. Moon is a much bigger deal than most of the people
you see on the show and that’s a good thing. NXT has all of
these people just sitting around doing almost nothing every



week so send them out there for a quick match and maybe draw
some eyes to this show. It wasn’t a great match or anything,
but the Eclipse is always worth seeing.

Overall Rating: C. This is already WAY better than 205 Live,
as you can only get so far with the same wrestlers over and
over and we had reached that point about three years ago.
There isn’t anything in the way of storylines around here, but
sometimes you need to mix things up a bit. This feels more
like taking a different course and that’s ok in this case. Let
us see some more of the up and coming/underused talent, which
has been needed for a long time now.

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.
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